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Nuts & Bolts - Wayne Armbrust, Region Executive 

Field of Cones 

Have you ever piloted your way across a 

paved lot through a cone-lined course? 

Long before my first attempt at avoiding 

slaughtering cones, there was a strong 

temptation to weave in and out along the 

cone line along construction zones on 

highways or city streets. The daydream is 

always there, at least for me it is. The risk of 

accident, incident, or injury to someone 

under those conditions is high, and the 

penalty is much higher. The solution to 

resolve our curiosity at how well we could do 

is at hand. Our Autocross community offers 

some world-class training classes and events from Regional to National on a 

regular basis. 

We are fortunate to have a huge complement of very accomplished Autocrossers 

within our membership. These folks are in the know from course layout, course 

safety, organizing, operating, and competing in some of the best events in the 

nation. 

My experience with Autocross started with a small school parking lot with some 

very big lamp posts rising skyward from the asphalt. Metal trees waited to intercept 

my efforts to negotiate a 

parking lot at speeds 

considerably higher than 

those usually 

experienced in school 

parking lots. The lamp 

posts caught and held 

my attention and focus 

until my vision dropped 

to the lot surface. 

Littered with orange 

cones from end to end, 

some were lying on their 

sides and sometimes in 

pairs. Some were 
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standing alone, others with one up standing and the one next to it on its side. 

What have I stepped into? You could not drive straight across the lot without running over a number of the orange 

impediments. Then I was told that was not the objective, there is a path as you walk the lot and look for it. 

Thinking to myself there is no way, I followed all the others as they did their pre-run walk of the course and 

seemed to know where to step. The orange minefield began to make sense. 

Negotiating the trail at speed will be most interesting part, but that is for another story. 

Within the reaches and influence of the SCCA Washington DC 

Region, we can offer many choices in auto sports programs, 

events, and venues. It may look intimidating from the outside but, 

to those of us that have been running the course for a long time, it 

makes perfect sense. We have six, soon to be seven programs to 

choose from with something for different preferences of sports car 

driving. From entry-level to expert, there are opportunities in 

Autocross, Track Event PDX, Time Trials, Rallycross, Road Rally, 

and Road Racing (the real thing). Stay tuned: we may be adding 

Hillclimbs to our sports buffet of offerings. 

There is room for volunteer help in every program. From operations 

to managing events come on in, the work is fun and productive. We can’t do it without our volunteers. If you 

thought about volunteering, but it is like looking at a field of cones not knowing where to start, we would be glad 

to help guide you to areas that interest you and open doors of opportunity. 

Come on in and make the first run with us. We can help put your passion in motion! 
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The Director’s Chair - Jack Burrows, Area 2 Director 

SCCA is in the midst of championship season as I write this. 

The Solo Nationals have just crowned national champions 

in Lincoln, racers are gearing up to head for the Runoffs, 

Rallycross competitors are looking to their championships, 

and there's a new national championship event for Time 

Trials as well. I was unable to get to this year's Solo 

Nationals, which may be just as well because I'm still 

bowled over by the sheer size and spirit of last year's event. 

On one level, these championship events reflect the scope 

and range of the Club's motorsports activities and the 

people who participate in them. However, as impressive as 

these national championships and champions are, we need 

to remain cognizant of the fact that they are collective tip of 

the SCCA iceberg. The majority of us are not competing for 

national championships. Rather, we come for the fun and 

camaraderie of competing with friends and with ourselves in our own chosen type of motorsports. Regardless of 

whether we participate in autocross, rallycross, hillclimbs, time trials, or racing and regardless of whether we 

participate in the driver's seat or by volunteering in some other capacity, we're all doing something many in the 

population at large would dearly love to do. It's easy to forget how fortunate we all are to be participants in these things 

that SCCA regions across the nation do across the spectrum of motorsports. 

In this championship season, it's also easy for many to overlook the fact that most of us who participate are doing it 

purely for the love of what we do at whatever level we do it. Although championships are undeniably laudable and 

great, they aren't on the radar for most of us - and there's absolutely nothing wrong with that. I believe that, for all our 

discussion and debate about national championships, these "lower level" events and the people who participate in 

them are the backbone of our club. 

Regardless of the level of our participation, the important thing is that we participate. We often talk about membership 

numbers. That's undeniably a proper means of measuring our club and its regions since SCCA is a member-driven 

organization. But while growth in membership is a totally legitimate metric by which to measure success, I firmly 

believe it's more important for our members to be participants. 

I also therefore believe that, while it's important to reach out for new members, it's at least as important to encourage 

them to participate and to provide programs in which they would like to participate as well as the guidance and support 

to get them involved. 

That's more easily said than done. However, there are simple things we can do to turn newbies into regulars. Like 

many of us, I worked my first race because a friend took me. I was confronted by an event which was as bewildering 

as it was fascinating. There was a multitude of classes and a linguistic shorthand spoken by people who all seemed 

to be so much more acclimated to it than I thought I'd ever be. But I was taken under the wing of a mentor who showed 

me the ropes, translated the terms, introduced me around, and even called later to invite me back to the next event. 

Had it not been for my mentor, I would have felt like a stranger in a strange land, and I might not ever have gone back. 

That was nearly 50 years ago and I've never forgotten it. Had it not been for my mentor, I probably would have been 

a short-term member whose participation was sporadic at best, but it obviously didn't turn out that way - and I'm glad 

and grateful for that. 

Mentoring doesn't have to be the result of some formal plan. All it requires is enthusiasm for these things we do, the 

memory that it was all weird and new to us once too, the patience to guide others through it all, and the ability to 

introduce them to others. I still remember and appreciate the various folks who mentored me and got me involved. I'm 

still not totally certain if SCCA and my region are better for that, but I know I am. 
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RE Report and Summary - 2018 Year in Review 

It has been a very quick year and an even faster auto sports season since the last Annual General Membership 

Meeting and election. Much has happened, and many new adventures and interesting things started and tried. 

Over the course of the 2018 year, we have had three vacancies on the Board of Directors. Two have been filled 

through the appointment process and one remains to be filled through the current election. During the same 

period, our Region has had the chance to explore some new ideas and opportunities. 

Through one of our efforts at getting better known in the communities within the Region, we have experimented 

with new approaches to a PR campaign and set our sights on longer range thinking. The success of the PR 

campaign is still open to some debate, but it did inspire some new ideas on the next step of reaching out in 

different ways. 

Club Racing has become Road Racing (thanks to the 

national office) and has done reasonably well this 

year with a leveling of the slipping participation over 

the last decade. Greg McDermott and company 

offered a chance for an idea to be brought to fruit 

through allowing one of the Road Racing sessions to 

be used for a test platform. That test developed into 

a qualified success. Under the guiding hand of 

Chuck Edmondson and his Bracket Racing 

subcommittee co-developers, the Road Racing 

Program introduced the refined concept of {SBRR} 

or Series Bracket Road Racing. Growth of the 

program has been phenomenal in its first season. 

Our Autocross Program once again outdid 

themselves with event participation numbers, rising 

participation, and a huge contingent caravanning to the Nationals. Our Autocross leadership through Sam 

Vassallo has begun to open some new doors of opportunity and new locations within the Region. Stay tuned for 

a more developments. 

Rallycross has returned to Summit Point. Adam Kimmett and the Rallycross group are shifting the Program to 

best utilize their venues to insure the Program remains in motion. 

Track Events PDX and Time Trials Program events are the model for the nation. Chuck Edmondson and the 

leadership keep setting the bar high and rise to every occasion. 

New this year, we’ve opened an opportunity for us to show our gratitude to our Veterans and Active Duty Military. 

The Region's Track Events PDX Program Group has agreed to step in and continue a decade-old Veterans Day 

offering and assumed the "Helmets off to Heroes" as a performance driving education and experience program 

to a limited number of veterans, disabled veterans, and active-duty military. The program was founded by Miriam 

Schottland in partnership with Summit Point Raceway. As Miriam steps back from operation and management 

of the program, she has agreed to work with the Washington DC Region to continue the offering to our military 

heroes. 
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Through the year, our Board of Directors have 

provided a presence at Dominion Raceway in 

Fredericksburg at the Track Night in America events. 

We have supported these TNiA events to encourage 

involvement in other WDCR program offerings. 

Road Rally continues finding their way through the 

scenic countryside and towns within the Region. 

A little further out into the western Washington DC 

Region territory, we have been working with a sports 

car enthusiast group out of Cumberland, Maryland. 

National Road Autosports has expressed interest in 

becoming a WDCR West Chapter that would include 

their involvement in the 12-year running of the Polish 

Mountain Hill Climb on Old Route 40 in Flintstone, 

Maryland. When we complete the Chapter recognition, the WDC Region will be well represented through our 

entire territorial area. 

The annual Labor Day Charity program hit full stride, as usual, with a delivery of well over 18 thousand dollars 

to local chapters of the American Cancer Society. 

Our Region has a full offering of driving programs for sports car enthusiasts across the board. We are looking 

forward to even more excitement and additions to our menu through 2019. 

 

The Votes Are In! 

Congratulations to our newly elected Board of Directors members Kate 

Claffie & Kahlil Natirboff, and to our re-elected incumbent member, 

Dave Fitzgerald. 

These folks will join our existing Board officially on December 1st, 

2018.  The continuing Board of Directors are: Wayne Armbrust, Mike 

Snyder, Mike McKee, Shawn Roberts, Alan Olson & Russ Gardner.  

Paul Anderson chose not to seek re-election, and will end his term on 

12/01.  We heartily thank Paul for his years of hard work and 

dedication to our club! 

When next our Board convenes, they will vote to decide the new 

officers for the upcoming year. 

Besides the election, we heard reports from several folks at the 

membership meeting last night.  Each of the Program Chairs spoke 

about how their season has gone and what to expect for next year.  

Our Treasurer, Mike Snyder reported that the finances of the club are 

in good shape and we look to be coming out pretty close to budget.  

Paul Anderson reported for our R.E Wayne Armbrust (who is out of the country and was unable to attend) on 

the state of our club and some changes for next year.  We also heard from the management team of Summit 

Point about what to expect from the new owners of the track who are very anxious to work with motorsports 

which heavily includes our club. 

 

Kate Claffie and Kahlil Natirboff 
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BoD Meeting Notes - September 11, 2018 

In an overall view, membership is following the same trend as each time this year the total number of members 

in the WDC Region typically tapers off by 5 or 6 percent. This change is cyclic and anticipated each year. The 

longer-term trend is slightly below the normal average. 

The region is financially healthy and maintaining a close watch on the funds and expenses. 

Operating programs are doing well and continue with a good forecast to the close of the season coming soon. 

The Budget approval process has been moved up to November to adjust for going into the New Year with the 

budget in place. 

The Board of Directors election is in progress with three positions to be filled. A list of candidates is on the WDCR 

Web site. 

Action was taken on an outstanding issue involving one of Washington DC Members. 

The Memorial Monument purpose and intent was reviewed and a new approach to meeting the conditions of 

nomination acceptance and approval for inclusion was incorporated. The approach reflects the original intent 

with the setting the program in place in 2006. Four additional names were advanced and approved. 

Travel to the National Convention was approved for four members of the WDC Region. 

We, as all SCCA Regions, are facing changes in insurance involving contractors and sub-contractors including 

hired help with events. Our Region is exploring several options in order to comply with the intent of the 

requirement and maintain reasonable costs. 

The Region will be assisting Summit Point with the installation of deer fencing through a considerable contribution 

toward the project. We have been assisting with safety improvement projects with the track on a regular basis. 

Through our partnership on these projects we maintain a close and good working relationship and a safer 

environment for our drivers. 

The next Board of Directors Meeting will be held at the Chantilly Expo Holiday Inn on Tuesday 9 October 2018 

at 7:00PM. 

Actual Minutes are posted and available on the WDCR Web site. 

MARRS 10 Italian Car Corral – Alex Shefer, Drive Society 

DC Region hosted an Italian Car Corral for MARRS 10 and invited members 

from local Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, and Pantera clubs to attend, watch club 

races, and participate in parade laps. 

Early threats of rain Saturday gave way to clearing skies and sunshine as a 

parade of gorgeous Italian machines arrived at the gates of Summit Point just 

before the start of group 1. At lunch, the group formed a long line down the grid 

and proceeded to enjoy the track for a few paced laps. Parade laps are the 

perfect opportunity to whet the appetite of interested drivers who aren’t ready 

to commit to a full PDX or take the plunge into the Road Racing program. The 

Italian Car Corral for MARRS 10 helped end the racing season and Club Corral 

program on a high note with a great turn out of Italian cars. 

The goal of this outreach is to increase engagement between SCCA and other 

car enthusiasts in the region. Club corrals were also hosted at MARRS 1 with 

a Mazda Club and at MARRS 6 with a Porsche 356 Club and Subaru Clubs. 
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PDX and Time Trials Annual Report for 2018 - Chuck Edmonson 

The SCCA calls this a Track Day and Time Trials Program. It features a high-performance driving school and 

competitive element where participants can race against the clock. The program draws new members into the 

Region, has many returning customers and has strong feedback from students and instructors alike. PDX feeds 

Road Racing with new drivers. For example, Obadia, Edmondson and Edmondson, Alessi, Rock, Alzayat, 

Walgren, Lewis, Liller and Liller, Arispe, Crawford, Wickersham, Roberts, Fontanella, Slivinski, Shurie, and many 

more. 

It has been a challenging year for PDX in a number of ways. Due to a miscommunication between the region 

and the track, our schedule for the year (one event on Summit Main, three on Shenandoah, and one on Jefferson) 

was short one event on the main circuit. The main is a popular track and the event is extremely well attended. 

Its loss hurts both our ability to achieve budget goals and to retain members. 2018 also brought a flagger 

shortage. We have been forced to hire six flaggers per event. This has improved safety, but hurt our bottom line. 

The committee was asked by the RE late in the year to support a charity event, Helmets Off to Heroes on 

Veterans Day, Sunday November 11th. It has been a scramble. Well done to Mark Hillyer for organizing, 

collecting donations and recruiting staff. In 2019, Veterans Day will be a Monday event. It will be difficult for the 

PDX to staff a weekday event. 

After 11 years of building the PDX brand in our region, the national office informed the region that another entity 

has trademarked PDX and issued a cease and desist order to the SCCA. This is another painful and unnecessary 

impact on the program. 

We instituted an online evaluation system in 2018. It was not without growing pains. It was difficult to obtain 

permission from the BOD due to concerns over our MSR data base. The system has been in place for the last 

two events and works well thanks to the efforts of Baron Mills. 

We have suffered problems with key personnel this year. The program is operating without our long-standing 

Chief Steward, Lin Toland and, after the October event, we will lose our Chief of Timing and Scoring for time 

trials, Janet Toland. Travis Dixon and Mark Hillyer are stepping up to fill those shoes and will be asking the road 

racing program for help with T&S. Next season we will be losing our Chief Instructor, Mhyar Alzayat. Joe 

Obernberger has agreed to take the job and has been in training in 2018. 

There is some good news. The October event exceeds the budgeted car count at this writing but the impact of 

Hurricane Michael is still uncertain. The 2019 schedule contains an additional event on the main circuit. The 

National office has rejuvenated the Time Trials 

program and is including a national tour. This 

should help improve interest in our region’s 

program next year. We are also exploring options 

of running a single group race during an xPDX 

weekend on the Shenandoah Circuit. Discussion at 

the annual meeting included inviting either the 

SSM group or Bracket group to participate. We will 

continue to explore the additional requirements 

that are needed to support a road race during an 

xPDX. I did note that the individual leading the 

planning was no longer available to the committee. 

The xPDX and Time Trials committee remains 

strong and dedicated to the future of the program. 

We are already looking forward to the 2019 

season. 
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Time Trials Crowns Champions at Summit Point; 

New Rules and Call for 2019 Season - Joshua Rubenstein 

 
The 2018 WDCR SCCA Time Trial 

Championship battle came down to 

the final race, but it was hardly a 

challenge as Scott Merker in the #07 

Mazda MX-5 continued his mid-

season steamrolling to his first career 

WDCR TT championship. Merker 

racked up four overall wins in the final 

six races over runner-up Spencer 

Bailey in the #3 Mini Cooper S, who 

jumped out to an early lead in the first 

three races but faded as the season 

progressed. Bailey recorded two 

overall wins, while defending four-

time champion Mark Liller, #68 Dodge 

Neon SRT-4 and #168 Dodge Neon 

ACR, finished third. Series newcomer 

Scott Blair, #1 and #50 BMW M3’s, 

won the remaining three races, while 

recording TT2 lap records at both 

Summit Point Main and Summit Point Shenandoah. Full results for the season can be found here. 

 

2019 Brings National Time Trial Rules to WDCR 

In 2018, the SCCA launched a revitalized Time Trial program with all new classes, aiming to give SCCA drivers 

and regions a path to a national series mirroring Road Racing and Solo. After a successful Time Trials Nationals 

event at NCM Motorsports Park in September, the new ruleset is open for comment, with a scheduled ratification 

on January 1, 2019. Drivers interested in the new rules are encouraged to send in their feedback on the SCCA 

website here. WDCR members who would like to provide input on how the WDCR adopts this national program 

should contact the region’s Time Trial Coordinator Joshua Rubenstein and join the WDCR SCCA Time Trial 

Driver’s Group on Facebook. 

2018 WDCR SCCA Overall and TT3 Time Trial Champion, Scott Merker (#07 Mazda MX-5). 
Photo Credit: Mike Thoma / @tigawoods 
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2018 WDCR SCCA RallyCross Annual Report - Adam Kimmett 

This year we were first able to secure Panthera Training 

Center in Moorefield, WV which is probably the most exciting 

RallyCross venue in the country. This was great after working 

many years to bring events to this location. Then Summit 

Point indicated they would entertain a return of RallyCross as 

well, which was also very exciting. The events at Panthera 

this season have been a tremendous success and we look 

forward to competing there in the future. Only one event has 

been held at Summit Point thus far and we have three more 

events scheduled before the end of November. 

Weather has been tough on us, with multiple events rescheduled. The program has continued to be strong in 

attendance this year, averaging 54 competitors per event. With the 

announcement of the new venues, 40 season subscriptions were 

purchased before the first event, which is more than half our 

participant limit. Our success has continued throughout the season. 

This year the program finally obtained a road-worthy support vehicle 

after using the much-appreciated donations in the past. A fellow 

competitor gave us a great deal on a diesel utility van. A newer 

vehicle was necessary for equipment transport between two venues 

and will hopefully last the program. 

After many years this is the first year we’ve engaged a co-chairman. 

Andy Thomas has been extremely helpful and instrumental in organizing events (in addition to the rest of our 

dedicated volunteers). 

We’re looking forward to completing our last 3 events of the year and continue our success in the spring of 2019! 

Photos by Jim Rowland and Stephen Phillips 
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Memorial Monument at Summit Point - C.W. Armbrust, RE 

Over the years we sometimes tend to drift away from original intent with the continuous change of people moves 

further away from founding memories. Thus, we experienced this with the Memorial Monument at Summit Point. 

Here is a list of names in our effort to bring the Monument back to its meaningful state. Those listed were deemed 

to be qualified to rise to the intent of the Memorial. 

Most recently added were: 

• Anne T Callihan 

• Jeanne W Hoffman 

• Dottie Huemmer 

• Sue Roethel 

• Marie Williams 

Scheduled to be added as soon as the castings arrive are: 

• Bill Davis 

• Carl “Skip” Reber 

• Shirley Wantland 

• Ralph “Bud” Williams 

As this process moves forward it is our intent to continue focusing on those departed members that did things 

that raised the quality of club operations, activities, specialties and events from past to present. It’s not about 

personal achievement or trophies but what the individual did to improve areas of the club. Here is a reprint of the 

original article that was from the Straighpipe in 2006:  

The Washington DC Region, SCCA has over 60 years of history and its strength has always been the support and dedication of its 
members. Many members have been involved in the building of our organization at both Marlboro and Summit Point in addition to 
creating outstanding programs in the Rally and Solo arena for our Region. Alas, many of these members have passed on but we 
don’t want to forget their efforts. Several attempts have been made in the past to remember certain members with plaques or 
plantings. The Board of Directors has reviewed several concepts and decided to establish a permanent and ongoing memorial to 
recognize those departed members who through their volunteerism represent the best aspects of our club and Mission Statement. 
 
Discussions are underway with a monument company and Summit Point has offered a location for placement near the pavilion and 
front door of Chez Summit. The concept is a granite monument with an attached bronze plaque bearing the Washington DC 
Region logo, an inscription, legend (Worker, Club Racer, Rally, Solo, RallyCross, Official) and names of departed members who 
meet the qualifications for inclusion on the monument. 
 
The inscription would read: 
“This monument is dedicated to the memory of the men and women of SCCA who have supported the club and its mission 
statement through the management, promotion and enjoyment of motorsports activities.” 
 
The conditions for member inclusion on this memorial are as follows: 
Any departed WDCR member with at least 15 years of membership who has supported our Region and made a substantial 
contribution to the Club Racing, Rally, Solo or RallyCross community. 
 
Nominations for the initial list of members to be included on the memorial can be made by any member of the club and should be 
sent to the attention of the Board of Directors through bod@wdcr-scca.org. 
 
Please include the departed member’s name, areas of interest, year of passing and a statement as to why this member should be 
included on the memorial. As part of the retention of our club history, the member’s contributions will be maintained in a separate 
document but not included on the memorial. 
 
Future nominations will be the responsibility of the Board of Directors, Solo committee, Competition committee and the Rally and 
RallyCross committee for inclusion on an annual basis. 
 
Please take some time to reflect on our past, review old programs and pictures, peruse Stopwatcher, Straightpipe and other 
documents and send in your nominations. We would like to be able to receive and compile this first list by the end of September so 
that we can order the memorial and arrange for a dedication ceremony. 
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WDCR iRacing League Returns for Third Season 

With the competition season winding down, it’s time to kick off your shoes and join your fellow WDCR members 

and friends for another season of sim-racing. Season three of the WDCR iRacing league kicks off on Wednesday, 

November 7 at 9:00 p.m. 

The well-attended 

iRacing league 

continues to bring 

together members from 

all of our programs in a 

friendly but competitive 

environment and is 

open to all WDCR and 

SCCA members. 

The majority of the five 

points-paying series 

races will be 30-minute 

sprints on our favorite 

east-coast tracks, 

preceded by 2-hour 

practice and qualifying 

sessions.   

All races start at 9:00 p.m. unless otherwise advised, and will be live streamed to the Region’s Facebook page. 

New for this season are two non-points Special Events; the first is a 45-minute GT3 race at Sebring, and the 

second event is a multiclass (MX5 & GT3) team enduro for 2.4 hours on the Daytona International Speedway 

road course...at night!   

For the complete schedule go to http://virtualmarrs.com/schedule.  

As the league grows in popularity, we are attracting some out-of-region talent and this year we’re pitting our DC 

Region drivers against the Philly Region in a separate ‘bragging rights’ championship.  

Our announcer, Michael Root, will be joined by Dominic Mandile, a Mass Communications major at Frostburg 

State University and a regular in the commentary box at MARRS events since 2016. 

For more information on the WDCR iRacing League go to 

http://virtualmarrs.com and if you’re not already subscribed to iRacing, go to 

www.iracing.com to see what you’re missing and sign up! 

Need assistance? Email admin@virtualmarrs.com and we’ll be happy to 

help. 

We hope you can join us this season, and if you can’t, make sure to catch 

the action on the live stream. 

Your League Admins are Dave Fitzgerald & Louis Alessi. 
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WDCR Autocross October 2018 Update - Alan Claffie 

We're just days away from putting a bow on the 2018 Solo season at FedEx Field, after a sizable break thanks 

to some rescheduling needed once the Washington Redskins' regular schedule was released. The last time 

WDCR hosted an event was in mid-August. 

Between then and now, the SCCA Solo 

National Championships were held in 

Lincoln, Nebraska. The WDCR compound 

was fifty-something drivers strong as we 

again were one of the top handful of 

regions represented at Nationals. For the 

first time, we opted to rent a tent in 

paddock, and the shelter to get away from 

the sun or the rain proved to be popular. 

While WDCR brought no national 

championships back with them, some were 

championship-adjacent. Last year's DSP 

titlist, John Vitamvas, was third this year 

but had plenty to celebrate as his co-driver, 

Evan Schickel, won the class. Julian 

Garfield nearly pulled off an upset when he 

ran second in E Modified. But the biggest 

near-upset came in X Prepared, where 

Mike Moran, driving the Parsons' DP Miata after his own car broke, came within a half-second or so of winning 

against cars with far more horsepower. The rain may have aided the last couple results mentioned. 

Even though Josh Luster has moved away from the DC area, he's still a WDCR member. He offered his co-drive 

in SSR to alien Bryan Heitkotter, who used it to add to his collection of championship jackets. Luster ended up 

eighth, earning himself another Nationals trophy. 

About that rain... 

Tuesday morning saw steady rain throughout the first few heats. This affected the championship efforts of many 

WDCR folks, though it seemed to work out well for some rather than hindering their performance. Justin Neal 

made the right tire choice and drove his A Street Corvette to a top-five finish in the largest single class this year. 

Cody Hunt was also in the trophies (12th). 

The class with the biggest representation from WDCR 

members was STR, with nine drivers among the 57 entries. 

Mark Shrivastava was the best of the bunch, finishing 

seventh, with Brian Garfield not far behind in ninth. Marcus 

Pyne (tenth) and Noel Leslie (13th) also took home STR 

trophies. Seven WDCR members ran in D Street (Ian Baker 

being the best of those in 29th), and the aforementioned A 

Street had six, and many classes had three. 

WDCR's ladies performed well at Nationals. Evanthe 

Salisbury was second in DSL, while Jen Fox and Michelle 

Knoll ran second and third in STRL. Lisa Garfield was seventh 

in CSL. 
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There weren't many first-timers among the WDCR contingent this time around, though those who went are 

already talking about their second trip. Ryan Colliflower and James Arthur were both rookies in G Street. Arthur 

was on his own in the only Ford Fusion in the class, while Colliflower co-drove with Celica guru Andy Thomas, 

who trophied with a ninth-place finish. Ellie Blackwell made her Nationals debut in STSL. Jay and Denise Parsons 

ran their first Nationals in their "Tic Tac" Miata. Jay was in DP and Denise was in XP, and they both finished 

fourteenth. Greg Jenkins also drove the car in DP. 

Other WDCR trophy winners include Brian Karwan in STX (3rd), Danny Kao in CAM-S (4th), Sam Strano in SSR 

(6th), and Steve Hoelscher in DP (6th). 

 

Hats Off for Heroes HPDE at Summit Point November 11 

Join us for "Helmets Off to Heroes" Track Day PDX event on Sunday November 11th on Summit Point's Jefferson 

Circuit. This event is open to active duty military or any veteran for free. You do not need prior experience and 

we will provide an instructor in your vehicle with you. You will be in your car on the track, so you will need to be 

sure it's in good condition: we will be being doing an inspection at the track. You will also need to bring/show 

your military ID and a valid divers' license. 

The event consists of classroom training, skid pad, braking exercises, slalom, and track time with instructors.  It 

will be limited to thirty veterans and/or active duty military in their cars and will be an all-day event. 

The event is free, but space is limited, with only 30 spaces available. 

Even though it is free, there is a registration process, please sign up here: 

www.motorsportreg.com/events/helmets-off-to-heroes-track-day-event-11-18-summit-point-raceway-902001 

Please also let us know immediately if for some reason you are unable to attend. We will have a wait-list and if 

you can't make it, we will use your spot for someone else. This is much appreciated. 

Thank you for your service and have fun at the track! 
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Go Fast Buddies World Championship – Ata Tabesh 

It all came down to one grueling weekend: Friday, July 20th through Sunday, July 22nd. 

It always starts with a fun fact, a friendly ribbing, or even a humble brag. Before you know it, you’re using your 

hands to talk and you’re making fun of each other’s rim choice while using the loudest possible indoor voice 

known to man. Car friends, we all have them and we all literally hate them... except for the fact that we love 

them. It’s because of our racing friends that we push ourselves and we try our hardest, spending late night after 

late night on our backs in the cold hard garage. Or is it because we love rubbing it in their face that we have 

superior vehicular selection skills and our hand-eye coordination is the better than theirs? Or do we just love 

tearing hope away from our closest friends? I can’t kill hope, can I? 

I have a couple car friends. Not too many (I could always 

make a new friend or two and finally push John out of the 

circle), and we seem to have different, yet similar, goals. I 

have a few friends who love to drag race, a couple who live 

for track days, a few that do the cars and coffee show stuff, 

and a handful that think autocross is God’s gift to the ultra-

competitive. People have been trash talking since the age of 

the caveman (#sciencefact), and that’s no different for us as 

we have been doing it since we were old enough to realize 

how much better a Supra is when compared to the ultra-

slow, crazy expensive garbage that Honda continues to put 

out on the market (I currently run a Honda and no I don’t 

wanna talk about it and yes it was by choice. Ugh... I mean 

I love it but sometimes I wish I had a... never mind, not now). 

During summer 2017, the flexing and trash talk reached a new height as friends from all walks of automotive life 

started ACTUALLY thinking they were the best and their cars were untouchable. I was like “wait, you actually 

think you can beat me? You can’t even beat (insert literally anyone’s name here) and you think you have a 

chance at me? I smashed (again, anyone’s name in the whole world) and she/he beat you by literally a minute 

on a 55 second course.” Followed immediately by “But that’s cause you have power, power is for people who 

can’t...” 

You get the idea. You’ve all had this conversation with 

at least three friends this year. Fast-forward a couple 

months and I realized what I had to do. I had to bring 

all my friends together and I had to do it to finally 

establish who was supreme and who had the best car. 

So that’s what I did. One weekend, three motorsports 

events, five overnight repairs, one Evolution 9 casualty 

(Our prayers are with your engine, John), and one 

WORLD CHAMPION. 

Friends came from far and near with Cincinnati, 

Asheville, and Savannah joining the DMV’s finest mid-

pax and non-comp track day racers. 

We had flat tires on the FoST and Viper before the 

weekend even started. We then proceeded to head to 

the track where we would accumulate our first points toward the championship belt. You read that right, we had 

a points system in place using linear and exponential point-based factors based on the F1 scoring system and 

modified to fit our needs. We were going to do this right, using so much ultra-advanced theoretical math and 
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fact-based science that was based in scientific fact to figure out once and for all who was the WORLD 

CHAMPION. Not one event, not two events, but three events and gallons of tears. Also so much happiness... I 

love you guys. 

Drag was fun, if that’s your cup of tea. I mean we had cars in the 12’s and 13’s and 18’s….. And after the dust 

settled we only lost two cars to broken axles: the nasty 2.5 RS with the loudest STI engine ever, and a cute little 

S2000 that has a wing that creates more kinetic energy than that silly VTEC hamster engine he runs could ever 

dream of. Viper took the win with his mullet flapping in the wind followed by the awesome EVO 9 (RIP), the 

400+hp GTI that my daughter would look good in, and rounding out the top points was the Porsche that I think 

had the engine in the back. Idk. It was weird, he popped the hood and literally nothing was there. Now on to the 

turning type of racing. 

Exhausted, we headed to Summit Point early 

Saturday morning. With only getting a couple hours of 

sleep due to replacing axles and working on 

suspension, people were running on adrenaline and 

coffee. We were in all of the run groups from beginner, 

intermediate, advanced and even up to time trials. We 

had a blast, even passing instructors when they made 

the mistake of running with us. I’m not trying to brag 

or anything, but I mean we were fast... even our guys 

in novice were showing full car control while turning in 

the hot laps. On Shenandoah, the S2ks ruled 

supreme with the GTI breaking up the quadruple S2k 

party up top. The Beams Celica, Monster Suby, and 

Miatas got some real quick times in too, but they 

weren’t quick enough to break into the top. Pushing to the limit and scooping up some of those priceless points 

was the lil' Civic that could, I mean it kind of could. But man, everyone else had so much more power... And 

finally, the rains started coming and it was time to head home because the next day was the big day. The 

important day, the competitive day, the day that all days lead up to... The Bloodbath. 

With every competitor signed up for the autocross at FedEx 

Field, the only thing missing was Larry. Why did you sleep in 

Larry, why!?! We showed up and even though five of us refused 

to tech because, and I quote, “I don’t wanna tech and I already 

registered online,” we somehow managed to get everyone 

registered and tech’d before it was too late mostly due to the 

streamlined process implemented at FedEx. With everyone 

finally set in grid it was time to focus. It was finally the 

autocrossers' time to shine. 

I’m going to be real with you, autocrossers think they are so 

much better at everything because they can do the “hard” kind 

of racing best, but let me tell you, it’s not true. Drag and track 

have their skill sets too. I learned the hard way that you can’t be 

good at all of it without practicing. I mean I’m good now cause they are easier than autocross, but whatever. 

Even with that said the gap between autocrossers and non-autocrossers is larger at the autocross event than at 

any of the other events. With four lead changes in four runs and a cheater re-run (jk, totally fair I’m just still in 

shock about how fast the run was) the grand champion of the world was crowned. What a day. What a race, with 

times of the top three buddies at autocross fast enough to win almost every single actual class. Non-comp AM 

was an absolute blood bath. Better drivers were getting smoked by the buddies due to raw competitive drive and 

focus on Sunday, and it was truly a sight to see. 
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In the end, Ricardo Soares was the last man 

standing and as he put his new championship 

belt on with pride as the sun started shining 

through the clouds... not kidding. Winning two 

of the three events by fractions of a second, 

and fending off some great drivers with great 

cars, it was really an honor to witness it all 

unfold in real life. Some things might be better 

online, but other times, like this weekend, you 

have to be there to grasp the energy. 

Huge shout out to Capital Raceway, Summit 

Point, and FedEx Field: but really to the entire 

WDCR SCCA. Evanthe Salisbury is a supreme 

leader. Thanks for letting our mayhem happen 

and thanks for supporting and encouraging for 

us to bring new friends, and new racers from 

different disciplines, together. The real winners 

of the weekend are all of the people who came and raced and laughed and still talked trash after being literally 

smoked... like how you still gonna think you can bang when the time clearly states you’re slower than the one 

dude over there with his ebrake up?! 

Time for me to head back to the drawing board and see what I can cook up for next year. I’m coming for that 

belt. It needs to come to its rightful owner. You’re in the crosshairs of like 20+ people, Ricardo, and I’m going to 

walk away with it in 2019. 

  

Editor’s Note: 

This story is an excellent example of someone putting 

together something fun, taking a few pictures while it was 

going on, and writing up an EPIC recap afterwards for 

inclusion in the Straightpipe. We welcome – nay, 

encourage – this kind of participation from the WDCR 

family. Even if your adventure doesn’t include 20 friends 

competing at three different venues over the course of a 

single weekend, it might be something that others will 

enjoy reading about. Got a killer story from a recent road 

trip? Want to recap your individual season? Want to 

ramble on at length over the current state of road racing? 

Put some words together and send it in. We can rewrite, 

edit, or even do an interview and write an article from 

scratch if you think you have a story worth telling. When 

in doubt, send it in anyway. We’ll work with you. 

Email submissions to straightpipe@wdcr-scca.org 
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My First Trip to Solo Nationals – Ellie Blackwell 

Just come once, my husband and son said. You’ll have a good time. No, it doesn’t matter that you haven’t done 

any National events before, everyone will welcome you anyway. What car will I drive, I asked. We’ll work 

something out, they said. Thus began my first journey to the SCCA Solo Nationals in Lincoln, Nebraska this 

year. 

My history of autocrossing is limited and infrequent, so the idea of attending Nationals seemed insane, but after 

other trip plans this year kept falling apart, I finally agreed to go, right before registration opened. At this point, I 

had been to two autocrosses this year, and neither were SCCA events. At the first I drove my 2000 Miata, which 

is almost entirely stock, and at the second, I drove my husband’s 1999 Neon RT, which is very not stock. Actually, 

prior to August of this year I don’t think I’d ever driven the same car two times in a row at autocrosses. 

The decision was made to bring my 

son, Trevor’s STS 1988 Honda CRX. 

This meant I really needed to get to an 

SCCA event and drive this car, as I 

hadn’t done more than sit in the race 

seat he put in it. We signed up for the 

next available event that WDCR was 

putting on and headed out FedEx Field 

to see what I could do. On my first run, 

I was slow, but stayed on course.  My 

second run, I improved slightly, but was 

still hideously slow, like over twenty 

seconds slower than what Mark 

Shrivastava managed to make the car 

do. Just before I was about to leave grid 

for my third run, Trevor asked if I wanted 

him to come with me. Having never had 

a passenger, I said sure. I also had no 

idea what was about to happen. 

Almost immediately after launching from the start, my passenger started calling orders. “Gas! Gas! Gas! MORE 

GAS!” “Lift! GAS!” “Brake.” “GAS! GAS! GAS! On the FLOOR GAS!” It was exhilarating, and terrifying all at the 

same time. Thankfully, I trust my son and know he knows what he’s doing, so I just followed instructions and 

tried to keep up. He took ten seconds off my first run. I was grinning from ear to ear. 

My next run, I had Mark join me and I had already told him he could yell at me as well, so he did. I know I was 

going faster than my previous run, but I was enjoying the challenge until I took a second too long to understand 

the instruction to let off the gas. I came into a turn and hit the brakes too hard, spinning the car 180 degrees and 

stalling the car. I burst out laughing with a yell, “I’ve had my first spin!” And I restarted the car and coaxed it back 

into a forward motion. Mark was more subdued for the next few elements, but then was back on the instructions 

as I tried to get back up to full speed. I still finished faster than my solo runs and I learned a lot about using two 

feet so I don’t spin. 

I had one more local event to get used to the CRX and driving a large course and Trevor jumped in again to help 

me push my limits once again. I recall pressing the pedal as I was coming down into the showcase as he 

instructed “more gas” and saying “this is scary!”. I came off the course grinning from ear to ear and anxious to 

go to Lincoln. When I asked him about my lines on the course, he said I looked good, so I just needed to work 

on more speed. 
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We towed the STS CRX to Lincoln and arrived in the early evening hours of Monday. We thought we had all the 

time in the world. We had assisted Justin Neal by bringing two of his humongous Corvette wheels and after 

dropping them off with him, we started learning where everything was located. I had been warned it was huge, 

but really, it’s even bigger. There were RVs and buses, tents, trailers, cars, trucks and numerous bikes, scooters, 

and golf carts abound. We were fortunate to be located right in the middle of the paddock area, which made 

everything much less daunting. My husband, Bryan Blackwell drove to one end and pointed off at the Test and 

Tune course. I got a vague glimpse, having no idea what I was actually looking at. We then made a pass at the 

other end, roughly pointing out the grids and courses, places for bikes and golf carts to park, the Big Fun Tent, 

which meant nothing to me then, and then the barest of glances at the vendors trucks and tents. We mingled 

with a few other drivers, but to be honest, it was all a blur. 

Finally, we were outside of the Big Fun Tent, chatting with a few others and vaguely listening to the talent inside. 

At some point we made it inside and actually sat down to watch some very talented people. I heard musicians, 

singers, and watched an impressive light and fire show, an excellent stand-up comedy show and even got to 

watch belly-dancing. I was impressed and dazzled by such exceptional talent and was sorry I had missed coming 

in from the start. 

That night, back at the hotel, we caught a snippet of the weather forecast, which was calling for 2.46 inches of 

rain for Lincoln before Wednesday. I was really glad I wasn’t running on Tuesday. Tuesday came and so did the 

rain. In buckets. The rivers of water across the concrete didn’t stop us from traversing the paddock area and 

meeting people and investigating the sponsor tents; Mazda, Grassroots Motorsports, BF Goodrich, and Falken 

were just the obvious ones. We ended up with cold squishy feet after crossing from the paddock area to the tire 

vendors and everything was either wet or damp, but I was impressed and overwhelmed with all the information 

and support. 

By Wednesday, the rain had stopped, 

but the clouds and cool weather 

remained and so did the wind. It 

seemed to be perpetually windy. 

Wednesday was our Test and Tune 

day, which I need to find a way to 

thank Kent Sklarow, as he sold us two 

of his reserved slots. Trevor assisted 

in getting me to press that gas pedal 

down again in two of the runs on the 

Test and Tune course, but let me take 

my final run solo. I ran it faster than 

the ones before, so I was still moving 

in the right direction. We finished the 

afternoon mingling a bit with other 

drivers in the WDCR tent before going 

to the banquet. The banquet was 

huge and impressive, but I was 

looking at my Thursday morning 

wake time and had to leave before the 

end. 

Thursday morning came earlier than I would have liked, but I had prepared by bringing blueberry and chocolate 

chip muffins from home. It was a good thing I did because breakfast wasn’t open yet at the hotel. Of course, I 

was so nervous I couldn’t manage more than one small muffin. Bryan Blackwell was working first heat, I was 

driving second, so we found my grid spot and parked the car. He went off to work and I started making friends 
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with some of the other ladies in my class. Shout out to Lexie Murray, Lauren Keach, and Katie Crawford for 

making me feel so welcome at my first Nationals. 

When it came time for me to run, I was a nervous, shaking mess, but I tried to breathe it off and just drive. I came 

in without hitting anything and stayed on course, but then was facing a mysterious sea of cones after the finish 

lights. I had no idea where to go. I seriously regretted not walking all the way to the end during course walks. I 

finally found my way back to grid and prepared for my next run. When I finished that one, I slammed on the 

brakes and the car started to skid to the side, I stopped the spin, but went outside the cones after the finish line. 

While officially it was ranked as a DNF, I did drive the course faster than the previous time, so I deemed it a 

success. By my third run, I was really just hoping to not screw up. I cut a couple more seconds off my final time 

and declared it a win. Of course, I was five seconds behind the third-place lady, but hey, I improved! 

Friday started just as early, but thankfully I was mostly over my 

jitters and was able to actually eat a banana and a muffin before 

the day started. At the starting line, I was ready to step up my 

game. I worked at pressing the accelerator to the floor as much as 

possible. Unfortunately, I pressed that pesky brake pedal too 

much. I improved dramatically from day one and accomplished my 

goals of not hitting cones, staying on course, and improving my 

time every run. I finished only a second and half behind the third-

place finisher on day two. Huge success even if I did come in last 

in class! We finished off the day with the final banquet and a trip 

to Sonic for ice cream with several other racers Brian and Lisa 

Garfield, Andrew Graul, Sam Vassallo, Sam Strano, Brian 

Burdette, Alan and Kate Claffie and maybe one or two others, I met a lot of new people. Now, to plan for 2019 

! 

WDCR’s Labor Day Charity Event Raises Over $18,200 

for American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life 

 

WDCR’s Labor Day charity event benefited the American Cancer Society's 

"Relay for Life".  Over $18,200 dollars was raised: this is one of the largest 

donations we have ever had. 

We'd like to thank those individuals and companies who generously 

donated items for the live auction, the book sale, and the white elephant 

sale: your contributions turned into real funds raised. 

Sincere thanks to these companies that provided fantastic auction items: 

American Helicopters, BSR Inc. At Summit Point Motorsports Park, Crosby 

Crab Company, and our Region.  Thanks also go to Laura Brooks-Donati 

and American Cancer Society's baker for all their goodies. 

In addition to the funds raised, a great time was had by young and old with 

parade laps, exotic car rides, white elephant, raffles and more.  There was 

some really great racing going on all weekend!  With the exception of a bit 

of rain on Saturday, the rest of the weekend held up with wonderful 

weather. 

A huge THANK YOU goes out to Shirley Thompson for once again leading the charge and to her whole team 

and all the volunteers who worked so hard to put together such a terrific event.  It was truly another great success 

for our Region! 
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Carol Reber Recognized at T&S Worker of the Year 

Timing & Scoring Worker of the Year went to Carol 

Reber of the Washington D.C. Region. Not only does 

she work tirelessly for T&S, but she also provides help 

and support to many other specialties and competitors. 

For years, Reber has been a regular member of the 

Runoffs T&S Team and thoroughly plans and prepares 

months leading up to the event. 

Last year, on her own, she stepped up to assist the 

Hoosier Racing Tire SCCA Super Tour, traveling to 

events across the country. 

She is generous, kind, funny and an important part of SCCA. 

 

 

Help Wanted 

Worker Support – 2 Volunteers Needed. To assist with distribution of materials, equipment, water, supplies, 

etc. throughout the Summit Point Track at MARRS Events. Should be a minimum of 18 (or 16 with parental 

waiver) and possess a valid driving license. Should be able to drive a delivery van. Check with Registration, 

Race Chairman, or Flag at any MARRS event. Or write to Volunteer at membership@wdcr-scca.org 

SCCA Membership Required 

 

Tech, “Scrutineer” – Volunteer Jobs open to help inspection of competition vehicles for safety and rule 

compliance. Help with Annual Inspections, Initial inspections for new or replacement Log Books, control traffic 

and assist with impound management and duties each MARRS Race weekend. Check with Registration, Race 

Chairman, or Tech Chief at any MARRS event. Or write to Volunteer at membership@wdcr-scca.org 

SCCA Membership Required 

 

Flagging and Communications – Volunteer Jobs open, come out and work on the corner stations with the 

experienced folks. Help make a difference in the races. Check with Registration, Race Chairman, or Flag Chief 

at any MARRS event. Or write to Volunteer at membership@wdcr-scca.org 

SCCA Membership Required 
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Editor's Note - Alan Claffie 

Last time out, in my debut performance as Straightpipe editor (fun fact: I haven’t 

been fired yet!), I rambled on and on at considerable length about my illustrious 

motorsports background. It wasn't a comprehensive recap, as I forgot the time I 

slowly drove a Late Model around Irwindale Speedway for what seemed like a 

hundred laps, or my thrilling runner-up finish in a Media Vs. NASCAR Champions 

go-kart match race, or my completely underwhelming performances in Berkshire 

Motor Sports Club ice trials in a variety of completely unsafe cars. No, we better 

keep those stories in the back pocket in case I find myself desperate for content 

somewhere down the road. 

Today I'll start detailing how I became a famous International Motorsports Journalist (this could turn into a two- 

or three-part series), and how it led me to my esteemed position here with WDCR SCCA. 

As I may or may have mentioned before, most of my formative years were spent at the short ovals sprinkled 

throughout New England. Being a nerd, I brought printed driver rosters to the track and kept statistics in a 

spreadsheet on my advanced personal computer. I knew every car, every driver turning laps at Riverside Park 

Speedway, with more than passing knowledge of those at Stafford, Thompson, and Monadnock Speedways. 

Fancying myself a writer, I offered up my services to Riverside's promoter. He said I was welcome to submit an 

every-other-week column for the track's program, and rewarded me with a pit pass. I was IN. I went to the races, 

came home, and hammered out something resembling a column from my view five rows up from the track, 

printed it out, and faxed it to the track. Those columns were terrible. I was very negative, pointing out delays in 

the program, perceived favoritism on behalf of the track owner's son who raced, even to poor behavior on the 

part of the people helping park cars. The track stopped running my column, but I kept the pit pass. 

I found the Internet in the mid '90s and, as part of it, Usenet 

newsgroups. I was a regular contributor in 

rec.autos.sport.nascar and through that, I think, I attracted 

the attention of the publisher of a small Maine-based racing 

newspaper. He offered me a weekly column in exchange for 

arranging for me to get into pretty much any race I wanted to 

for free via media credentials. I did that, and I was still terrible, 

but now the publisher kind of encouraged the negativity. I 

spent week after week going to different tracks on their dimes 

and tearing them down in the paper the next week. 

At some point I had to make someone angry enough to reach 

out to me. I got a phone call from the new promoter at 

Riverside saying he wasn't sure if he was going to have me 

killed or hire me as his PR director. We had a powwow at an off-season racing preview show where he explained 

that he was a businessman who needed to sell tickets to his racetrack, and when people read how terrible the 

track is every week, that doesn't help. He asked me if I could use my powers to help his cause rather than hinder 

it, and a light bulb went off in my head. He had a point, and I kept that in mind down the road. 

After that, I bounced around to a couple other papers, all with the same deal: write for us, and we'll get you into 

races for free. It worked well: papers had content, and I got to see a lot of racing that I otherwise couldn't afford 

to see. I was turning into a Nice Guy, my name recognized, sometimes getting a reserved seat in pressboxes, 

and invited to post-season banquets too. It was a pretty good hobby for a guy more or less just out of college 

with all the free time that entailed. 

Next time out: how the World Wide Web helped my cause even further. 


